In a paper communicated to the Royal Society in the year 1867, and printed in the Philosophical Transactions for 1868, I attempted the computation of the Lengths of Waves of Light for all the lines which K lrchhoff had observed in the Solar Spectrum, by adopting an algebraical formula of the fifth order, and substituting in it for every spectral line the value of K irchhoff's measure for that line, the numerical bases of the formula being derived from F raunhofer's and D itscheiner's measures of the wave-lengths for six principal lines. Subsequently I obtained the means o f comparing many of my como puted results w ith measures of wave-lengths by A ngstrom and D itscheiner, and l found th a t the discordances were far larger th an I had anticipated. I rem arked, however, " By means of the comparison........ there is no difficulty in computing for any other line the correction that ought to be applied to the wave-length in the principal Tables, in order to exhibit the true wave-lengths on D itscheiner's scale, without appreciable error." W ant of leisure long prevented me from entering upon the examination necessary for preparing, in a form easy for applications, the correction which my numbers required. Lately, however, I have taken it u p ; and I have constructed a Table of corrections to  the numbers of my Table generally , and I have applied them, both to the general Table  of wave-lengths and to the values of wave-lengths for the spectral lines of the atmo sphere and several metals (the accurate exhibition o f which was, in fact, the first object of my computations). I now offer these corrections and corrected numbers for the acceptance of the Royal Society.
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